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Messages from the Headteacher

The end of a very busy two terms is almost upon us, our new 
year & students are now well and truly settled in. We have 
managed to cram lots of events into these last few weeks, 
trips to the theatre, a reward trip for Year 10, lots of sporting 
fixtures and finally the Christmas concerts, which were an 
absolute triumph, and saw a full house on both evenings. 
Well done to all the performers, they were absolutely superb.

Year 11 mocks went well and the students are to be 
congratulated on the way they conducted themselves during 
exam fortnight. 

Year 13 Mocks commence on our return after the Christmas break!

House Drama

Miss Sheila Burke, from the Sarah Thorne Theatre in Broadstairs, again joined me in 
the judging of the annual House Drama competition and, now that we’re an established 
partnership, the whole process felt smoother to us… and again, a most enjoyable day was 
had by us both.

This year’s theme was “Appreciate the Environment” which, as usual gave rise to four 
different interpretations.

The day began with RP’s “Go Bananas” on the perils of littering, and began in dynamic 
fashion. Its directors, Daisy Shingles and Alicia Baldock, had written an excellent, clear and 
clever winning script, only marred by a slightly weak ending. But they wrote a particularly 
well thought-out scene for the delivery of a letter, and we were impressed by the way they had 
handled the different forms of dialogue needed. Lines were well learnt and clearly projected, 
and there were some particularly good performances. Jed Silk must be mentioned for his 
portrayal of the compliant husband, performed whilst he was suffering from a serious rugby 
injury sustained only the previous evening. Mayan Davies was delightful as the pestering 
local busy-body and deservedly shared the honours of best supporting senior actor with 
the always transfixing Bradley Bissett… the stage just lights up when Bradley takes to 
it, and those around him lift their performances to match too. Trying to look as if you’re 
just dropping a banana skin whilst still making the audience realise you have done so is 
difficult… this one looked thrown to be honest, which did confuse me for a while as 
it was a key factor in the plot! We really enjoyed this production, and it was a close 
call between this and MS’s for overall winner.
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House Drama continued

KH’s “Storm of the Dragon” came next. 
The plot was somewhat confusing and 
much of the dialogue not clear enough 
to be understood, which was a shame as 
there were some great effects and a wide 
variety of performance styles. We were 
really impressed to see so many taking 
part, and it was particularly good making 
use of their various talents (gym/dance 
etc). Luke Cornwall and Ollie Saunders 
did a great job on sound and lighting. 

TS’s “Harry’s Odyssey” seemed to 
struggle in giving us a clear message 
with a rather wordy script. There were 
some good performances; Rowan Tyler 
(Best Senior Actor) had to carry most 
of the play and did well to remember 
a lot of lines. Joanna Attwell (Best 
Supporting Junior Actor) was clear 
and commanding in her cameo role 
as the mysterious Evelyn. This was an 
ambitious production, and the cast put 
a lot into it, so, tidying up some of these 
peripheral but important details could 
have earnt the House a higher placing. 

MS’s “The Golden 
Apple” was so 
entertaining and 
absorbing. Here was 
a House who really 
seemed to have taken 
on board the comments 
we made last year, and 
delivered a thoroughly 
rounded, delightful 
production. This was a 
real team-work piece, 
although Alife Rowe 
(Best Junior Actor) 
did particularly shine 
in the group of school 
friends. It was good 
too to see Edmond 
Rudland progressing 
from crustacean last 
year to Sea God this… 
We loved the humour 
in this production, and the way certain songs were used by a mostly unseen chorus to 
reflect certain words (eg Gold…) was fun and clever. The message was unambiguous and 
delivered in an appealing way. Well done Alfie Lawrence (Best Director) and to MS; our 
overall winners this year.
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As You Like It

In this doom-laden world of cuts to education budgets and therefore to the breadth of subjects 
covered, in conjunction with the arts-starved English Baccalaureate, thank goodness our 
school is one who sees beyond these “teach only the essentials” restrictions and knows the 
value of the arts, and how they can affect and shape individual students, as well as promoting 
disciplines and teamwork not found in the curriculum. Close on the heels of the in-school 
House Drama competition comes the annual Shakespeare School Foundation’s “Shakespeare 
Festival”, which sees over 30,000 school students each year participating in Shakespearean 
plays, all over the country. But there were fewer schools taking part from Thanet this year, and 
we even had an Ashford company performing on the same evening as us.

Our students were directed, in As You Like It, by Year 13’s Sarah Villaseanor, together with Mrs 
Magill and Miss Nash. Each school is given a script of the entire play, abridged to (theoretically) 
half-an-hour. They rehearse at school, but, during at the end of last half-term, had a workshop 
at the theatre (Margate’s Theatre Royal), working with the foundation’s staff.

On “the day” (21st November for us), a tech and dress rehearsal are run for each of that day’s 
performances, helped by the same staff we saw at the workshop. We were fortunate this year in 
being there in the morning, on our own, so there was no waiting around, we had the undivided 
attention of all the staff, and a good break before the evening’s performance.

Three productions were performed that evening. The order was only announced shortly before 
the evening began, but, as expected, we were to go last (being the only senior school that night)… 
Furley Park Primary Academy opened the evening with a delightfully humorous performance 
of Twelfth Night. St. Peter-in-Thanet CofE Junior School followed with a stunning interpretation 
of Much Ado About Nothing. I have seen previous productions by this school, directed by their 
inspirational Jane Websper, and they never fail to delight. This one was stunning to look at as 
well as every child in it being so professional, committed and well-disciplined. Quite a hard act 
to follow!

But… after the interval, follow them we did, and with much style, pace, ingenuity and good 
humour. 

The action had been shifted to the 1960s and the students were suitably garbed, with use 
of the Beatles etc between and during scenes. A clever variety of uses of long bamboo 
canes provided all the set needed, and the younger members of the cast (Years 8-13 took 
part) doubled up as wrestling ring corners, prop shifters and even sheep… There were some 
excellent performances, notably from the central three. The cousins Rosalind and Celia were 
played by the versatile Sam Gerlack (Year 12) (who is then disguised as the male Ganymede), 
giving such a natural and convincing performance, and Eve Blythe-Adam (Year 11) who had 
been very ill all evening and astonished with a performance in which one would have never 
known; truly professional. Joanna Attwell (only Year 9) gave a towering performance as the 
“hero” Orlando. Mayan Davies and Poppy Head were delightful as the comic lovers, Audrey 
and Touchstone, and Daisy Shingles and Jasmine Watson provided more comedy-with-pathos 
as Silvius and Phebe. Others of the cast included Lola Fox-Wallace’s jealous Oliver and Lea 
Smith as the thwarted wrestler. Again, there was good team-work, and I was happy that, as 
prompter, I wasn’t need once! 

Long may drama and all the arts continue to thrive in our school.
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Percussion School

The Percussion School, including sixteen students from Chatham & Clarendon Grammar 
School, performed at a sold out gig in November at Ramsgate Music Hall as part of CCGS drum 
kit percussion tutor Lorraine Baker’s 19 date UK tour to promote the release of her debut album, 
“Eden.”

The students were split into three groups, providing a percussion section for three pieces which 
were learned over a period of three 40 minute sessions, playing along to the recorded album. On 
the day of the concert, the students had the opportunity to play with a first class jazz quartet, 
and the experience was incredible, as Miss Baker describes: 

“The role of percussion on the tunes is vital to the overall sound of the arrangements. I continue 
to be amazed by the professional approach of the students in Percussion School and I have 
many more great things lined up for 
them.”

The album is available to purchase 
at www.lorrainebaker.
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Maths

Inter School Challenge

The team of 4 (Eleanor Duffy (Year 13), Elizabeth Watson (Year 13), Rohit Antonygnaneswaran 

(Year 10) and Lydia Nottingham (Year 10) won the first leg of the School Challenge by beating 

teams from the Harvey Grammar (Folkestone), Roger Manwoods (Sandwich) and the King’s 

School (Canterbury).

They will be competing in the next leg of the competition next Spring and we wish them good 

luck!

UKMT Senior Maths Challenge

Yet another excellent set of results from our students in Years 10 to 13 who sat the UKMT 

senior maths challenge. 

There were 6 gold, 10 silver and 22 bronze medals in total with 6 students invited to the follow 

on rounds. 

Gold medals were achieved by:

Tom Ansell, William Burgess, Tim Attwell, Kazki Fairman and Lydia Nottingham.

Silver medals went to: 

Callum Musselwhite, Katrina Booth, Alice Wilkening, Bryn Dowton, Ella Boswell, Joshua 

Marshall, Luke Scamp, Jack Holland, Oliver Fentiman and Edward Caps.

All the gold medalists are invited to sit the even more challenging Kangaroo round which is a 

one hour long test of 25 problems.

Tom Ansell’s high score ensured him a place in the British Olympiad (round 1) which is a 3.5 

hours long test with 5 serious mathematical challenges. 

Well done to all of our mathematicians!

This is an example question from last year’s Kangaroo round, have a go!

Matthew writes a list of all three-digit squares backwards. For example, in his list Matthew 

writes the three-digit square ‘625’ as ‘526’. Norma looks at Matthew’s list and notices that some 

of the numbers are prime numbers. What is the mean of those prime numbers in Matthew’s list?

MyMaths

Key Stage 3 students have been working hard this year on trying to achieve 100% in their 

MyMaths homeworks. Raffles will take place in the last week of term in maths lessons, where 

every student who has achieved 100% in any homework has the chance to win a raffle prize. In 

addition this term the maths department has added an extra raffle for each year group where 

any student who has achieved 100% in all of their homeworks is entered into a draw for a larger 

prize. Good Luck to everyone and Merry Christmas. 
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Christmas Tree Festival

CCGS were delighted to be invited again by St George’s Church, to decorate trees for the 13th Church 
Christmas Tree Festival. The church invites schools, businesses and friends and family in the parish to 
exhibit a small decorated tree.

Representatives from the four Houses each decorated a tree in House colours.

The trees looked fantastic and contributed to the magnificent display in the church.
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Messages from the Headteacher

Charity

Christmas Jumper Day which coincided with Christmas dinner for students has raised £638 so far.

Uniform

Could I please remind you to adhere to our uniform policy when replacing items of uniform, this can be found in the 
student planner. Shoes must be traditional in style and not of a trainer type. Ear Piercings – students should only wear 
one stud in each earlobe, earrings are not permitted in any other part of the ear and students will be told to remove 
them.

Staff Wellbeing

It has become commonplace for parents to email staff directly and expect a response by return, this is neither 
sustainable nor practicable. All teachers have a significant teaching and marking workload, therefore in line with some 
other workplaces I do not expect them to check their emails after 5.30pm or before 8.30am in the morning.  We will 
prioritise all electronic communication in the same way as incoming letters or telephone calls. Rest assured that we will 
respond as soon as is practicable, but please be aware that more urgent matters may take priority and your patience 
is therefore appreciated.

Could I also take this opportunity to remind you that if you wish to see a member of staff in person, it is always better 
to ring first and make an appointment. Form tutors and Heads of House all have a large teaching commitment and 
therefore we cannot guarantee that they will be available to see you without prior appointment.

Financial Support

I would like to thank all those parents who make a one off or regular donation to the school, your support is much 
appreciated. These are still testing times financially for schools and it will take a number of years for the benefits of 
fairer funding to be felt after so many years of underfunding. If you would like to make a regular donation to the school, 
no matter how small, it will be gratefully received.

Staff leaving

Mrs Nicholas (Science) is leaving us after 13 years, having joined in January 2006. I would like to thank her for all her 
hard work supporting students both at GCSE and A Level. The fact that she was nominated for a teacher of the year 
award by a former student is testament to the high regard all the student she teaches hold her in. She has given her 
time and support to contribute to the wider life of the school and is a team player in every sense of the word. She will 
be sadly missed by both her colleagues and her students and we wish her every success in her new school.

Mr McFarlane, Deputy Head is also leaving after 15 years and two terms at the school having joined the school in 
September 2003. He started as Head of ICT at Clarendon, was promoted to Assistant Head and then to Deputy Head and 
has been my right hand man ever since. His good humour and ability to help staff with all things data related and all 
the day to day ad hoc ICT issues on the Clarendon site (like being tall enough to reach the on switch on the overhead 
projectors), whilst remaining calm and unflappable mean that he will be sorely missed by all. He has decided that it 
is time for a change and we wish him every success in his new adventure. I want to thank him personally for all his 
professional help and support over the last 15 years, and also for the numerous cups of tea, rhubarb from his allotment, 
measured advice and sense of humour!

May I take this opportunity to wish you all a very restful Christmas break and a Happy New Year.

School will close for the Christmas 
break on Wednesday 19th December 
and recommence on Thursday 3rd 
January 2019 at 8.40am. Students in 
Years 7-10 will finish at 2.15pm and 
Years 11-13 at 1.30pm. 


